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The game is divided into eight chapters. Every level must be completed before the player can
proceed to the next chapter. Though the plot is basically geared around war, the game also has
other contexts in which the player has to fight as well. The search for hidden bonuses in a level leads
to traversal, exploration, and puzzle solving. There are a total of 96 levels in the game. Players can
choose any level at the beginning of the game. Every level has 4 chapters and there is a boss battle
on each level. The game is played in six-button configuration from the left and right shoulder
buttons. The player can switch to shot gun mode by pushing A. The game can be played in two
different modes, unlike most of the other games of the genre. A player can choose between the
Versus and Arcade mode. There is an option to play Free Lives, where every level consists of a five-
minute round, where the player can instantly move to the next level. The player can also use the
checkpoint feature to rest and to regain some health. As the game has many enemies which attack
on a set timing of 9 seconds, the player has to keep an eye on the timer and kill enemies before time
runs out. This addicting and fulfilling gunfighter shooter will send players on a series of reckless
missions all over the world to rescue the oppressed. Broforce had been on the top charts from
release date until now. The game has been accessible to both casual and hardcore gamers alike. The
game has some beautiful graphics and has a special level of physics. Its a great time waster as well
as fun to play. So what are you waiting for, if you have not tried it out yet then go ahead and give it
a shot.

Broforce 2 Free Download

When evil threatens the world, the world calls on Broforce an under-funded, over-powered
paramilitary organization dealing exclusively in excessive force. Brace your loins with up to four
players to run n gun as dozens of different bros and eliminate the opposing terrorist forces that

threaten our way of life. Unleash scores of unique weapons and set off incredible chain reactions of
fire, napalm, and limbs in the name of freedom. Broforce is an interesting, brilliantly developed fun
action game. Critics and gamers have critically acclaimed several aspects of the game. The game
has been described as an instantly addictive one. Whats most notable about it is its destructive

environment and realistic graphics. The game has earned a score of 8.8 out of 10 by IGN. Some even
say the game is too real to be true. Incorporating rich environmental, engaging gameplay and

wonderfully developed characters, its worth it and always a must-try. The bros in the game are the
real-life characters of some of the most iconic films from the 80s. These Broforce characters are the
most awesome, and the game combines these characters to form a rebel group who travel around

the globe to stop terrorists and destroy the forces who are working to destroy the country. Complete
your mission successfully or set your bros free from an exploding and road blocked prison. You start
the game as your most favorite character from your favorite 80s action movie, but how you will be
replaced with another bro later in the game. In the process of the game, destroy the bad guys, and

destroy the environment along with the prisoners. Be a true action hero and exterminate the enemy.
Broforce is another one of those games that you can enjoy either as a single player or in multiplayer.
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